2018 AKC Field Titles

Compiled by Michel Berner

Amateur Field Champion
- AFC Bgk's Blinged Up Rossi
- AFC Triple G's Catch Me If You Can JH
- FC AFC Firestorm Pacific Duke MH CGC
- FC AFC Poquito's Lariat De Mi Riata
- FC AFC Southwind's Silent Stalker
- FC AFC Vk's Twenty Gauge Xr
- GCH DC AFC Poquito's La Maracas De Riata

Field Champion
- DC AFC Southwind's Flatirons Cruise
- FC AFC Bgk's Blinged Up Rossi
- FC AFC Triple G's Catch Me If You Can JH
- FC AFC Valley Hunter Designed For The Hunt BN RN MH RATO
- FC Bogi JH
- FC Burr Oak's Bambam
- FC Durite's Covey Rise
- FC Lindens Tikka JH
- FC Mudbone And Firestorm's Cicatriz JH
- FC Southwind's Kinze's Destiny
- FC Southwind's Silent Stalker
- FC Sunset Trail’s Reasonable Suspicion
- NAFC FC AFC Cali's Wiki Wiki Mai Tai At Sunset
- NFC FC Ck Guy's Hot N Spicy

Grand Field Champion
- NWGDC GFC FC AFC VK's Twenty Gauge Gunnar

Junior Hunter
- A Levi On The Wind JH
- Alpine's Name Of The Wind JH
- America's Classic Side-By-Side JH
- Anam Cara's Burnished Copper JH
- Beux Petruska JH
- Brajen Odi Hoven JH
- Bravo Haulin's U Betcha JH
- Britannia's Scarlett Nosie Rosie JH
- Cameo's Madame Butterfly Cleo" JH"
- Cazador Kaza I'M A Limited Edition JH
Cazador Koda Cruz JH
Cazador Luke Cruz JH
CH Aldebaran's Cappy Chino JH
CH Cazar's Cataleya Bella JH CGC
CH Comynara Practically Pandaemonia JH
CH Cruiser's Friends In Low Places JH
CH Hunt'm Up Flash of Glory JH
CH Jnek Shall We Dance JH
CH Kizmar Pagliacci You Did It Admit It RN JH
CH Kreeksyde Iszabella's Tea With Hunnie At The Plaza JH
CH Moonlight It's Good To Be Me JH CGC TKN
CH Moonlight's Eat Your Heart Out RN JH CGCA TKI
CH Paradox Esterhazy Rose JH
CH Red Diamond Playin' It By Ear JH
CH Red Diamond's Ray Of Magic JH
CH Regal Point Dancing Embers Of Kohala CD PCDX BN GN JH CA CGC
CH Regal Point Rainbow Magical Journey JH BCAT CGCA TKP
CH Regal Point Social Butterfly RI JH CA CGC
CH Regal Point Somewhere Over The Rainbow JH
CH Rhapsody Eye Got You Good JH DJ
CH Rhapsody Kiss Kiss Bang Bang JH
CH Riverview's Windswept The Best Is Yet To Come JH CGC
CH Russet Leather Skychief JH CGC
CH Wata Hatch Red Hot Chili's Pepper JH CGC
CH Zydeco's Whiskey Bent JH
Chip's Abbey Road - Penny Lane JH
Chip's Lexi Always Focused JH
Chip's Ray Of Sunshine Zak JH
Chunk JH
Ck Bull's Little Jazmin Rose JH
Ck Mystical Mae JH
Ck Rebel Rouser Lily JH
Coppersage Firestorm Teddy By Tommy JH
Coppersage Firestorm's Wyatt JH
Dakota Ann JH OA OAJ CGC
Deep End's I Was Born Ready JH
Derby's Finishing Touch By Kai JH
Derby's Fit To Be Tied JH
Derby's Second To None JH
Dezertfyre's Blue Skies RN JH AXP MJP OFP
Dietrich Kukla JH CGC
Dobrocat's Cg Bryn JH
Dobrocat's Cg Leif JH
Drycreek's Kick Em Up Razzle-Dazzle JH
Everedi's Yellow Rose JH
Fantazsa's Classic Kerfuffle BN RI JH CA TKN
Fire Mountain Orion Son Of Fire JH CGC
Firestorm & Mudbone Ain'T Nothing But A Hound Dog JH
Firestorm's Bullet JH
Firestorm's Peacemaker JH
Firestorm's Reba By Tommy JH
Gambol JH CGC TKN
GCH CH Foxcrest's Cruiser's Red Diamond JH
GCH CH Jnek's Addicted To Love JH
GCH CH Jnek's Riding With The King JH
GCH CH Kelby Creek's And Eastwind's Over The Moon JH
GCH CH Tsavo's Perfect Pitch Of Jazzberry CD BN RI JH
GCHB CH Mehagian's ContessaRose Of Tamaron RN JH CGC
GCHS CH Aislinn's Rr Elite Edition JH CA CGCA CGCU TKA
GCHS CH Moonlight's Easy To Keep JH CGC TKN
GCHS CH Tradewind's Ida Bomb JH CA
God Bless Cruiser's Cash JH
Goose The Wigglebutt JH
Gossamer Fantazsa's Freedom Of The Hills JH TKI
Hannah Brelie JH
Harmony's Scarlett O'Hara JH
Hatszel's Z Bullet Redhawk JH
Heelmark Shikari Angel's Envy JH TKI
Hrq The Flying Element JH
Izabella Saranac JH
Jnek Sweet Shot O' Luck JH
Jnek's Ray Of Sunshine JH
King's Crook Beesley Action JH
Kira V JH
Kiraly Ridge Axelson's My Hero JH
Kizmar Calibre Elite Cutterzoos Diamond Inthe Ruff JH CGC TKN
Kizmar Calibre Elite Expressionist JH CGC TKN
Knappogue Beryl Markham JH
Koppertone's Foot Loose On Any Sunday JH
Koppertone's Hawaiian Sunshine At Relwood JH
Korona Hercegno Annastasia JH
Kortvelyesi Vadasz Afonya Of Sokoldalu CD BN RN JH CA BCAT SCN RATN DN CGCA TKN
K-Tia's Deja Vu JH
Kyllburg N Zenith's Beyond The Dawn JH
Ky's Glitz'N At The Ritz JH
Lea's Cry Me A Wild River JH
Midnight Run's Appalachian Trailblazer JH
Mudbone Rock You Like A Hurricane JH
Mythic's Linus JH
Not Just Another Cartright JH
Otten's All Riled Up JH
Pajkos Rocking V Chief High Octane JH
Paradox Kissed By A Rose JH
Paradox Multiflora Rose JH
Paradox Trax On Snowy Mountain JH
Parker JH
Pleiades Eva The Diva JH CGC
Pointblanks Kedves JH
Ramblin's Cabela Xp Bushwacker JH
Rebel Rouser Prairie Ranch Big Twister JH
Rebel Rouser Prairie Ranch Drifter Teka JH
Red Diamond Lefty's Lucky Shot JH
Red Dog Hill Roscoe Pee Coal Train JH
Red Oak's Firefly JH
Red River's Sip Of Sunshine JH
Redheaded Hellion On Heels JH
Regal Point Monarch Butterfly JH
Regal Point Sweet Georgia Peach At Fezentrun JH
Remington Bacon JH
Remley Morgan Rooker JH
Rhapsody's Warrior Princess Mikayla JH RATN CGC TKN
Rudy Flynn Callahan JH
Rushcreek Red Devil JH
Salt Creek Dawn Patrol Barrel Seeker JH
Salt Creek Wild Fire Kona Red JH
Sierra's Mahkato JH
Sierra's Olivia Rose JH
Sincerus All A Flutter JH
Skypoints Penny JH
Solaris Donde Esta La Fiesta BN RA JH NAJ NF CAA CGCA
Solaris Hocus Pocus JH
Solaris N' Illusion How Sweet It Is JH
Solaris N' Illusion Sweet Baby James JH
Solaris Repeat Business JH CA CGC
Solaris The Huntsman JH
Solterra's N Boulder's Time And Tide JH
Solterra's N Boulder's Time To Shine JH
Stapor's Logan - Heart Of The Red Heather Glens JH
Stardust N Stonepointes Epic Journey JH
Szigfrid Mchale Of Sienna Pointe JH
Titan's Vizi Allegheny Girl JH
Valley Hunter Get The Party Started JH
Valley Hunter Princess Leia JH
Valodi Tantalizing Chloe JH
Verity's Emma Of Cypress Chappel JH
Vezeto's Light Of The Moon JH
Vezeto's Mystery Of Pandora's Box JH
Vezeto's Red River Two Dogs Ruby Deau JH
Vintage Hi Voltage JH
Vista's Do You Gamble JH
Widdershins Trigger JH
Winsong's Fantastic Flip JH
Winsong's Hot Ember JH
Wlf's Northern Light JH
Zouli Walter Sobchak Charbonneau JH

Junior Hunter Advanced
  CH Heelmark Shikari Hunter's Moon JHA
  CH Odin's Red Raven JHA CGC
  Goose The Wigglebutt JHA
  High Stepping Isabella JHA
  Vintage Earl Of Keys JHA

Master Hunter
  AFC Widdershins Skypoint Capo MH
  CH Boshar’N Pinewood's Jasmine MH AX AXJ
  CH Fire Mountain Flip Flop Hip Hop CD MH
  CH Pagliacci Kizmar Western Winds R Agust Us MH
  CH Suzu & Shannon’s Dancing On A Cloud MH
  DC AFC Remek Valley Hunter Moondance MH
  GCH CH Boulder's N Fusion's Soul De Mi Corazon MH
  GCH CH Solaris Marisol MH
  Last Call At The Red Dog Saloon MH
  Martinsen's Renegade Rebel MH
  Mehagian Maximilian MH
  Pinedas Birdbutsn Rascoe MH
  Prince Of Mckenzie Crest B.R.A.V.O. MH
  Sitka Girl Sully MH JHR

Master Hunter Advanced
  CH Vermilion Carter's Bartos MHA SHR

National Amateur Field Champion
  NFC NAFC FC AFC Penny's Wiki Wiki Another Mai Tai Please
National Field Champion
   NFC FC Ck Guy's Hot N Spicey

National Gun Dog Champion
   NGDC FC AFC Diamond C's Recon

National Walking Gun Dog Championship
   NWGDC GFC FC AFC VK's Twenty Gauge Gunnar

Senior Hunter
   Cayenne's High Dive Good Golly SH
   CH CK Hideaway's Little Secret SH
   CH Huntmore's Royal Flush SH
   CH Union Hill's As Luck Would Have It SH NAJ
   CH Zydeco's Blastin' Throux Everything SH
   Dorratz Koppertone Circle Of Smiles SH
   GCH CH Kelby Creek's Spirit Of Kilauea RN SH
   GCH CH MACH6 Calibre's Chance To Bear It All CD RE SH MXC2 MJB3 MFB TQX T2B2
   GCH CH Union Hill's Right Around The Corner SH
   Lv Stella Artois SH
   M And T’s Cooper Dog SH
   Red Wind Buckshot SH
   Salt Creek Dawn Patrol Barrel Seeker SH
   Southwind's Miss Molly SH
   Stellar's Shaken Not Stirred SH
   Sy The Hun SH
   Wild Flower Of The Prairie SH AX AXJ
   Senior Hunter Advanced
   CH RedRock Kizmar First Of His Name SHA
   Therapy Dog
   CH Brazenrock Blue Nose Best JH THD CGC
   Classical Southern Charmer THD
   Therapy Dog Advanced
   Szizlin's Debonair C.G. Vadasz THDA CGCA
   Therapy Dog Excellent
   Otto IV THDX
   Widdershins Tavish At Last THDX CGC